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(a) Available upon request

(b) Available upon request


This Benchmark Statement relates to a specific benchmark, the Melanion Bitcoin Exposure Index 
by BITA GmbH, the “Benchmark” or “Index”, where BITA acts as the “administrator” (as defined in 
Article 3 (1) (6) of the BMR).



This Benchmark Statement is published by BITA, in compliance with Article 27 of EU Regulation 
2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016 on Indices used as 
benchmarks in financial instruments and financial contracts or to measure the performance of 
investment funds and amending Directives 2008/48/EC and 2014/17/EU and Regulation (EU) No 
596/2014 (the “Benchmarks Regulation” or “BMR”) and should be read in conjunction with the 
related documentation available on the BITA website (https://www.bitadata.com/governance.html) 
and the Administrators policies. (a)




BITA GmbH does not currently assign ISINs to all of the indexes for which it is the administrator. 
Where ISINs have been assigned they can be found in the Methodology Guide Index.



The Index is calculated based on readily available data and does not use any contributed input 
data (as defined in Article 3(1)(8) of the BMR). The Index is classified as a non-significant 
benchmark (as defined in Article 3(1)(27) of the BMR).



The Index does not pursue Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) objectives and does not 
take into account ESG factors. The Index is not classified as EU Climate Transition Benchmark (as 
defined in Article 3(1) (23a) of the BMR) or EU Paris-aligned Benchmark (as defined in article 3(1) 
(23b) of the BMR).



This Benchmark Statement was created on March 8th,2021. Any updates to this statement will be 
duly recorded in the version history.



BITA as the administrator of the Melanion Bitcoin Exposure Index has applied all applicable 
provisions of the BMR, including but not limited, to the below articles: 



- Conflict of Interest (Article 4) – please see here for the applicable Conflict of Interest Policy

- Oversight function (Article 5)(b)

- BITA Control Framework (Article 6), and BITA Accountability Framework (Article 9) – please see 
here for the applicable Control Framework Policy 

- BITA Input Data Policy (Article 11) – please see here for the applicable Input Data Policy

- Code of Conduct and Requirements for Contributors (Article 15 & 16) – the Benchmark do not 
utilise contributed data as input data. The Administrator has therefore not applied the provisions 
contained in these articles to the Index.


1. General Information

2. GENERAL DISCLOSURE

https://www.bitadata.com/governance.html
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Conflicts_of_Interest_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Internal_Control_Framework.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Input_Data_Policy.pdf
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The Benchmark is a quantitative and investable index developed by BITA that aims to capture the 
performance of a selection of companies, listed at recognized North American and European 
exchanges, exhibiting the highest correlation and revenue exposure to Bitcoin. The Index 
constituents are weighted according to the Beta coefficient against Bitcoin, capped based on 
liquidity, and rebalanced on a quarterly basis. Index values are disseminated on an intraday and 
end-of-day basis. The Benchmark is a Net Total Return Index published in USD.



The definitions of the terms relating to the market or economic reality that the Benchmark is 
intended to measure, the geographical boundaries (if any) of the market or economic reality, and 
the procedure for rebalancing the constituents of the Benchmark are available in the index 
guideline at: https://www.bitadata.com/bita-indexes.html

3. MARKET INFORMATION





The Index uses input data as part of the algorithm-based calculation of the daily index values in 
line with the input data requirements under Article 11 of the BMR. The input data derives from a 
source that provides readily available transaction data (input data), and is defined by reference to 
the source and the time at which the data is observed. 



Only when transaction data is not sufficient, or where any other disruption event occurs that may 
result, inter alia, in inaccurate or delayed prices or a prohibition from trading for a longer time in 
respect of one or more constituents of the Benchmark, the affected constituent may be 
reflected in the Benchmark with its last available price, or may be removed from the Benchmark 
with no value. Such events of insufficient input data or any other disruption events may result in 
an unreliable representation of the underlying economic reality the Benchmark intends to 
measure.

5.  Input Data





The methodology of the Index has been reviewed and approved in accordance with an internal 
approval process, and in compliance with the criteria set out in Article 12 of the BMR. In addition, 
this methodology:



- is robust and reliable

- has clear rules identifying how and when discretion may be exercised in the determination of the 
benchmark 

- is rigorous, continuous and capable of validation

- is resilient and ensures that the benchmark can be calculated in the widest set of possible 
circumstances, without compromising its integrity

- is traceable and verifiable



Further information on the BITA Indexes Methodology is available in the “BITA Index Methodology 
Policy”. 

4.  Methodology

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Methodology_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Methodology_Policy.pdf
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Such events may also result in the implementation of corporate actions, or the calculation, 
publication and dissemination of the Benchmark being postponed to a later time than as provided 
for in the index guideline.



Any exercise of Expert Judgement in extraordinary and unforeseeable events that are not covered 
(directly or by way of analogy) by the index methodology and which could have a material effect 
on the index, shall be escalated to the BITA Oversight Function, for review and approval in 
advance wherever possible. The BITA Oversight Function will review any such use of Expert 
Judgement in such extraordinary circumstances and may challenge any other use of Expert 
Judgement as it deems appropriate.



For detailed information on specific guidelines regarding the types of input data, the procedures 
for the control of input data, and the exercise of expert judgement please refer to the “BITA Input 
Data Policy”.





The Index is calculated by BITA with the best possible efforts to ensure its accuracy. However, 
given the nature and complexity of the business, errors while designing or calculating indexes may 
occur from time to time for a variety of reasons, both internal and external to BITA. In such 
circumstances, errors are to be corrected with effect for the future according to a pre-determined 
process, and in line with the relevant provisions of Article 27 of the BMR. In addition, such errors 
may also result in a restatement of past index values, provided that such errors have been 
identified within generally two business days after the occurrence of the event leading to the 
error. Errors in connection with the application of management can result in a restatement 
regardless of the time of discovery. Under certain circumstances, errors will be assessed 
individually by the BIMB.



Errors are duly communicated to the BITA Oversight Function. Audit trails and reports are always 
made available at the request of the BITA Oversight Function. For detailed information on specific 
errors, implementation timing and correction processes, please refer to the “BITA Correction and 
Recalculation Policy”.



Any Correction or Restatement made to an Index will be normally communicated to clients via 
email channels. The communication is done in a standardized format including an explanation of 
the error, the proposed rectification and the effective date of implementation.

6. Correction and Restatement





Although the Index is defined by a static set of rules and is intended to be comprehensive, there 
may be circumstances where BITA contemplates a change to, or a cessation of the Benchmark is 
required to be made. Such changes to or cessation of the Benchmark may have an adverse 
impact upon the financial contracts and financial instruments that reference the Benchmark or the 
measurement of the performance of investment funds referencing the Benchmark.



In accordance with the relevant provisions of Article 27 and 28 of the BMR, BITA will conduct a 
Benchmark Consultation Process and publish all relevant information on its website.


7.  Changes to or Cessation of the Benchmark

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Input_Data_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Input_Data_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Correction_and_Recalculation_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Correction_and_Recalculation_Policy.pdf
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The Index has an independent BITA Oversight Function, composed of staff of BITA, with minutes 
of the meetings made publicly available. This committee is responsible for the oversight of all 
aspects related to the provision (development, issuance and operation) of benchmarks 

administered by BITA.

BITA shall update this Benchmark Statement in the event of any changes to the information 
provided hereunder, including but not limited to any updates to the Methodology. 



This Benchmark statement shall in any case be subject to review at least every two years (Article 
27 of the BMR).

8.  Oversight Committee









9.  Benchmark Statement Updates




Procedures for consultation are documented in the “BITA Index Termination and Business 
Continuity Policy”. Feedback from consultations is considered and any consequent methodology 
changes are approved by the BITA Oversight Function. Announcements are made detailing the 
changes prior to their implementation.

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf


(c) References to “BMR” in this benchmark statement refer to Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2016 on indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments and 
financial contracts or to measure the performance of investment funds, and the Regulation (EU) 2019/2089 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 November 2019 amending Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 
as regards EU Climate Transition Benchmarks, EU Paris-aligned Benchmarks and sustainability-related disclosures for benchmarks.



References to “CDR” in this benchmark statement refer to Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1643 of 13 July 2018 supplementing Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council with regard to regulatory technical standards specifying further the contents of, and cases where updates are required to, the benchmark statement to be published by the administrator of a benchmark.

1. General Information (c)

Ref Regulatory requirement BITA Statement

1.1 Date of publication
Art 1 (1) (a)
CDR

The benchmark statement shall state the date of publication of the statement 
and, where applicable, the date of its last update.

Date of Publication
March 2021
Date of Update

1.2 Review of 
benchmark statement
Art 27 (1)
BMR

The administrator shall review and, where necessary, update the benchmark 
statement for each benchmark or family of benchmarks in the event of any 
changes to the information to be provided under this Article and at least every 
two years

1.3 Use of ISIN
Art 1(1) (b)
CDR

The benchmark statement shall state, where available, the international 
securities identification number (ISIN) of the benchmark or benchmarks; 
alternatively, for a family of benchmarks, the statement may p rovide details of 
where the ISINs are publicly accessible free of charge.

BITA GmbH does not currently assign ISINs to all of the indexes for which it is the administrator. Where ISINs 
have been assigned they can be found in the Methodology Guide Index.

1.4 Contributions of 
input data
Art 1(1)(c)
CDR

The benchmark statement shall state whether the benchmark, or any 
benchmark in the family of benchmarks is determined using contributions of 
input data.

The Index does not use contributions of input data. Refer to 2.7. for further detail on input data.

1.5 Regulated-data 
benchmark disclosures
Art 1(1)(d)
CDR

Specific disclosure requirements for regulated data benchmarks.
The benchmark statement shall state whether the benchmark or any 
benchmark in the family of benchmarks qualifies as a regulated -data 
benchmark including the specific provision by which the benchmark qualifies 
as that type, as listed under Title III of BMR

In addition to the information to be included pursuant to Article 1, for a 
regulated-data benchmark or, where applicable, family of regulated -data 
benchmarks, the benchmark statement shall state at least the following in its 
description of the input data:
(a) indicate the benchmark’s qualificatio n as a regulated-data benchmark;
(b) the source of the input data used; and
(c) for each source, the relevant type, as listed in Article 3(1)(24) of Regulation 
(EU) 2016/1011.

1.6 Significant and non-
significant benchmarks 
disclosure
Art 1(1)(d)
CDR

Specific disclosure requirements for significant and non -significant 
benchmarks. The benchmark statement shall state whether the benchmark or 
any benchmark in the family of benchmarks qualifies as a significant or 
nonsignificant benchmark including the specific provision by which the 
benchmark qualifies as that type, as listed under Title III of BMR.

The Index is classified as a non-significant benchmark, as defined as Article 3(1) (27) of the BMR. 
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Not Applicable

BITA GmbH is the administrator of the Melanion Bitcoin Exposure Index. BITA GmbH will review this 
benchmark statement regularly (at least once every two years) or whenever there are material changes to the 
information provided.

The Index  is not a regulated-date benchmark.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016R1011&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R2089&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018R1643&from=EN


https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf

2. Content

Ref BITA Statement

2.1 Market reality
Art 27 (1) (a)
BMR

The benchmark statement shall clearly and unambiguously define the market 
or economic reality measured by the benchmark and the circumstances in 

2.2 Use of discretion
Art 27 (1) (b)
BMR

The benchmark statement shall lay down technical specifications that clearly 
and unambiguously identify the elements of the calculation of the benchmark 
in relation to which discretion may be exercised, the criteria applicable to the 
exercise of such discretion and the position of the persons that can exercise 

The rules and procedures to which the index must adhere to are written with the express intention of removing 
the need for any discretion in so far as this is feasible.

Where the existing methodology does not fully prescribe how an event sh ould be dealt with or a complex or an 
unexpected operational event occurs (e.g. a complex corporate action or a market disruption) then discretion 
may need to be applied. BITA GmbH has a clear set of procedures for dealing with events that require discretion 
and will apply these procedures to determine the appropriate treatment.

Any exercise of Expert Judgement in ex traordinary and unforeseeable events that are not covered (directly or 
by way of analogy) by the index methodology and which could have a mate rial effect on the index, shall be 
escalated to the BITA Oversight Function, for review and approval in advance wherever possible. The BITA 
Oversight Function will review any such use of Expert Judgement in such extraordinary circumstances and may 
challenge any other use of Expert Judgement as it deems appropriate.

2.3 Notice concerning to 
changes to / cessation 
of the benchmark
Art 27 (1) (c)
BMR

The benchmark statement shall provide notice of the possibility that factors, 
including external factors beyo nd the control of the administrator, may 
necessitate changes to, or the cessation of the benchmark.

2.4 Advice regarding 
changes to / cessation 
of the benchmark
Art 27 (1) (d)
BMR

The benchmark statement shall advise users that changes to, or the cessation 
of, the benchmark may have an impact upon the financial contracts and 
financial instruments that reference the benchmark or the measurement of 

Any financial contracts or other financial instruments that reference the index or investment funds which use the 
index to measure their performance should be able to withstand, or otherwise address the possibility of changes 
to or cessation of the index.
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Regulatory requirement

which such measurement may become unreliable.

The Benchmark is a quantitative and investable index developed by BITA that aims to capture the performance 
of a selection of companies, listed at recognized North American and European exchanges, exhibiting the 
highest correlation and revenue exposure to Bitcoin. The Index constituents are weighted according to the Beta 
coefficient against Bitcoin, capped based on liquidity, and rebalanced on a quarterly basis. Index values are 
disseminated on an intraday and end-of-day basis. The Benchmark is a Net Total Return Index published in USD. 


The Benchmark uses as input data official closing prices sourced via vendors from the eligible stock exchanges. 
The measurement of the underlying economic reality might become unreliable if one or more of the eligible stock 
exchanges ceased to operate but the constituent securities continued to trade elsewhere, either 
over-the-counter or on other venues.


discretion, and how such discretion may be subsequently evaluated.

BITA GmbH hereby provides notice to users of the Index that it is possible that circumstances, including 
external events beyond the control of BITA GmbH, may require changes to, or cessation of the index. 



Further information about such factors is detailed in the “BITA Index Termination and Business Continuity 
Policy”.


the performance of investment funds.

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf
https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf
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2.5 Definitions of key 
terms
Art 27 (2) (a)
BMR

Art 1 (2)
CDR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the definitions for all key terms 
relating to the benchmark.

In defining the market or economic reality, the benchmark statement shall 
contain at least the following information: 
(a) a general description of the market or economic reality;
(b) the geographical boundaries, if any, of the measured market or economic 

reality;
(c) any other information the administrator reasonably considers to be 

relevant or useful for a benchmark user or potential user to understand 
the relevant features of the market or economic reality. Subject to the 
availability of reliable data, the administrator shall consider including, at 
least: (1) information on actual or potential participants in the market; (2) 

The  Index is not a regulated-date benchmark.

The definitions of all key terms relating to the index can be found in the Glossary of Terms used in BITA 
Methodology Guides. 
a) Description of market/ economic reality

Refer to 2.1.
b) Geographical boundaries

The geographical boundaries of the market measured by the Index are determined by the eligibility 
criteria for the index as set out in the Index Methodology Guide.

2.6 Benchmark 
methodology: Rationale; 
review and approval 
procedures
Art 27(2)(b)
BMR

Art 1 (5)
CDR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the rationale for adopting the 
benchmark methodology and procedures for the review and approval of the 
methodology.

In specifying the procedures for review of the met hodology, the benchmark 
statement shall at least outline the procedures for public consultation on any 
material changes to the methodology.

The Index methodology has been designed so that it can appropriately measure the economic reality as set 
out in point 2.1. above.

Procedures for review of the methodology
The new index approval is managed by the BITA Oversight function, and BITA Management Board (BIMB) 
assesses the ongoing suitability of the index on at least an annual basis.
The Index Methodology is subject to regular review by BITA GmbH, via its governance process, to ensure 
that it continues to best reflect the aims of the index.
Procedures for public consultations 
Proposals for significant amendments to the methodology of this index will be subject to consultation. The 
procedures for consultation are documented in the “ BITA Index Termination and Business Continuity Policy”.
Feedback from consultations is considered and any consequent methodology changes are approved by the 
BITA Oversight Function. Announcements are made detailing the changes prior to their implementation.

2.7 Input Data
Art 27(2)(c)
BMR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the criteria and procedures used 
to determine the benchmark, including a description of the input data, the 
priority given to different types of input data, the minimum data needed to 
determine a benchmark, the use of any models or methods of extrapolation 

an indication of the size of the market or economic reality.

c) Any other relevant information
Actual and potential market participants include retail and institutional investors. There are low barriers to 
access developed markets but the process to access emerging markets will usually require specialist 
assistance to set up the necessary accounts. 

and any procedure for rebalancing the constituents of a benchmark's index.

The Index uses input data as part of the algorithm based calculation of the daily index values. The input data 
derives from the eligible stock exchanges as set out in the index Methodology guide. BITA GmbH considers this 
to be readily available data. All the criteria and procedures used in the rebalancing of the index can be found in 
the relevant section of the Index methodology guide.

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Termination_Business_Continuity_Policy.pdf
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2.8 Controls over 
exercise of judgement / 
discretion
Art 27(2)(d)
BMR

Art 1(4)
CDR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the controls and rules that 
govern any exercise of judgement or disc retion by the administrator or any 
contributors, to ensure consistency in the use of such judgement or 
discretion.

In specifying the controls and rules that govern any exercise of judgement or 
discretion by the administrator or any contributors in calculating the 
benchmark or benchmarks, the benchmark statement shall include an outline 
of each step of the process for any ex post evaluation of the use of discretion, 
together with a clear indication of the position of any person(s) responsible for 

The circumstances that may cause an exercise of judgement or discretion as well as the controls and policies 
that govern any exercise of judgement are as set out above in Statement 2.2. Any such use of Expert Judg ement 
shall be recorded by the Product Development Team and notified to the BITA Index Management Board (BIMB) 

2.9 Determination of the 
Benchmark in stress 
periods
Art 27 (2)(e)
BMR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the procedures which govern 
the determination of the benchmark in periods of stress or periods where 
transaction data sources may be insufficient, inaccurate or unreliable and the 

Certain external events can make it difficult or impossible to trade securities on certain Stock Exchanges. Such 
events include: government restrictions on the repatriation of foreign; temporary closure of stock exchanges; 
imposition of sanctions upon a country which prevents new investment.

By their very nature, the course of these events is often uncertain. In dealing with these issues the B ITA 
Oversight Function, the BIMB and the Product Development Team will ensure that any decisions taken will be 

2.10 Procedures for 
dealing with errors in 
input date
Art 27 (2)(f)
BMR

A benchmark statement shall contain at least the procedures for dealing with 
errors in input data or in the determination of the benchmark, including when a 
re-

The Index is calculated by BITA with the best possible efforts to ensure its accuracy. However, given the nature 
and complexity of the business, errors while designing or calculating indexes may occur from time to time for a 
variety of reasons, both internal and external to BITA. In such circumstances, errors are to be corrected with 
effect for the future according to a pre -determined process. 
Errors are duly communicated to the BITA Oversight Function. Audit trails and reports are always made available 
at the request of the BITA Oversight Function. For detailed information on specific errors, implementation timing 
and correction processes, please refer to the “BITA Correction and Recalculation Policy ”.

Any Correction or Restatement made to an Index will be normally communicated to clients via email channels. 
The communication is done in a standardized format including an explanation of the erro r, the proposed 
rectification and the effective date of implementation.

carrying out the evaluations.

and the BITA Oversight Function.

communicated to stakeholders on a timely basis by notification and by announcement on the BITA website.

potential limitations of the benchmark in such periods.

determination of the benchmark is required.

https://www.bitadata.com/assets/files/policies/BITA_Index_Correction_and_Recalculation_Policy.pdf
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A benchmark statement shall contain at least the identification of potential 
limitations of the benchmark, including its operation in illiquid or fragmented 
markets and the possible concentration of inputs.

In defining the potential limitations of the benchmark [and the circumstances 
in which the measurement of the market or economic reality m ay become 
unrealisable, the benchmark statement shall include at least:

(a) a description of the circumstances in which the administrator would lack 
sufficient input data to determine the benchmark according to the 
methodology;

(b) where relevant, a description of instances when the accuracy and 
reliability of the methodology used for determining the benchmark can no 
longer be ensured, such as when the administrator deems the liquidity in 
the underlying market as insufficient;

(c) Any other information that the administrator reasonably considers to be 
relevant or useful to help users and potential users to understand the 
circumstances in which the measurement of the market or economic 
reality may become unreliable, including a description of what might 
con

Potential limitations in the index occur when a significant proportion of the constituent securities of the index 
have no official closing prices available. These limitations can occur during periods of market stress as 
outlined in Statement 2.9. However, limitations may occur due to technical reasons, for example the inability of 
a stock exchange to publish a close price due to a computer outage.

(a) and (b) for the purposes of determining the benchmark, the methodology specifies that the exchange official 
closing prices of the affected constituents will be used. In certain circumstances, these will default to the last 
traded price. This ensures that the value of financial instruments and the pa y-offs calculated for financial 
contracts that reference the benchmark can be determined. However, if the affected constituents continue to 
lack suitable liquidity, the benchmark may cease to provide an accurate representation of the underlying 
economic reality.

(c) The benchmark might also become unreliable if a significant proportion of stocks are suspended from trading 
on an eligible exchange. In such circumstances, BITA GmhH will use discretion, as detailed in Section 2.2., to 
ensure that the exception al market event is treated in a way that best reflects the economic or market reality that 
the affected benchmarks aim to measure.

2.11 Identification of 
potential limitations
Art 27 (2)(g)
BMR

Art 1 (3)
CDR

stitute an exceptional market events.
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3. Review and update of benchmark statements

3.1 Review and update of 
the Benchmark 
Statement
Art 6
CDR

An update of the benchmark statement shall be required whenever the 
information contained in the statement ceases to be correct or sufficiently 
precise and including in any event in the following cases:
(a) Whenever there is a change in the type of the benchmark;
(b) Whenever there is a material change in the methodology used for 
determining the benchmark or, if the benchmark statement is for a family of 
benchmarks, in the methodology used for determining any benchmark within 

This benchmark statement is subject to regular review (at least every two years) or whenever there are material 
changes to the methodology by BITA GmbH to ensure that the benchmark statement is correct, sufficiently 
precise. 

the family of benchmarks.
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4. Specific Disclosure Requirements

4.1 Interest rate 
benchmark disclosures
Annex 1
BMR

Art 1 (1) d
Art 3
CDR

Specific disclosure requirements for interest rate benchmarks. The 
benchmark statement shall state whether the benchmark or any benchmark 
in the family of benchmarks qualifies as an interest rate benchmark including 
the specific provision by which the benchmark qualifies as that type, as listed 
under Title III of BMR

In addition to the information to be included pursuant to Article 1, for an interest 
rate benchmark or, where applicable. family of interest rate benchmarks, the 
benchmark statement shall include at least the following information:
(a) a reference alerting users to the additional regulatory reg ime applicable 

to interest rate benchmarks under Annex I to Regulation (EU) 2016/1011;
(b) a description of the arrangements that have been put in place to comply 

with that Annex.

Not applicable.

4.2 Commodity 
benchmarks 
disclosures
Annex 2
BMR

Art 1 (1) d
Art 4
CDR

Specific disclosure requirements for commodity benchmarks. The 
benchmark statement shall state whether the benchmark or any benchmark 
in the family of benchmarks qualifies as commodity benchmark including the 
specific provision by which the benchmark qualifies as that type, as listed 
under Title III of BMR.

In addition to the information to be included pursuant to Article 1, for a 
commodity benchmark or, where applicable, family of commodity 
benchmarks, the benchmark statement shall at least:
(a) indicate whether the requirements of Title II of, or Annex II to, Regulation 

(EU) 2016/1011 apply to the benchmark, or family of benchmarks as 
prescribed by Article 19 of that Regulation;

(b) include an explanation as to why Title II of or, as the case may b e, Annex II 
to that Regulation applies;

(c) include in the definitions of key terms a concise description of the criteria 
that define the relevant underlying physical commodity;

(d) where applicable, indicate where the explanations are published that the 
administrator is required to publish under paragraph 7 of Annex II to that 
Regulation.

Not applicable.
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4.3 Critical benchmarks 
disclosures

Annex 3
BMR

Art 1 (1) d
Art 5
CDR

Specific disclosure requirements for critical benchmarks. The benchmark 
statement shall state whether the benchmark or any benchmark in the family 
of benchmarks qualifies as a critical benchmark including the specific 
provision by which the benchmark qualifies as that type, as listed under Title III 
of BMR. In addition to the information to be included pursuant to Article 1, for a 
critical benchmark, or, where applicable, a family of benchmarks that contains 
at least one critical benchmark, the benchmark statement shall include at least 
the following information:
(a) a reference alerting users to the enhanced regulatory regime applicable 

to critical benchmarks under Regulation (EU) 2016/1011;
(b) a statement indicating how users will be informed of any delay in the 

publication of the benchmark or of a re-determination of the benchmark, 
and indicating the (expected) duration of measures.

4.4 ESG benchmarks 
disclosures

Art 3(1) (23a)
BMR

Art 3(1) (23b)
BMR

Specific disclosure requirements for ESG benchmarks. The benchmark 
statement or any benchmark in the family of benchmarks shall state whether 
the benchmark classifies either as EU Climate Transition Benchmark or EU 
Paris-aligned benchmark, including the specific provision by which the 
benchmark qualifies as that type, as listed under Title III of BMR. 

EU Climate Transition Benchmarks and EU Paris -aligned Benchmarks
In addition to the information to be included pursuant to Article 1, for a ESG 
benchmark, the benchmark statement shall meet the minimum standards for 
EU Climate Tran sition Benchmarks and EU Paris-aligned Benchmarks and 
include at least the following information:: 
(a) the criteria for the choice of the underlying assets, including, where 

applicable, any criteria for excluding assets; 
(b) the criteria and method for the weighting of the underlying assets in the 

benchmark;
(c) the determination of the decarbonisation trajectory for EU Climate 

Transition Benchmarks.

Requirements for EU Climate Transition Benchmarks Administrators of 
EU Climate Transition Benchmarks shall select, weight, or exclude underlying 
assets issued by companies that follow a decarbonisation trajectory by 31 
December 2022, in accordance with the following requirements:
(i) the companies disclose measurable carbon emission reduction targets 

to be achieved within specific timeframes;
(ii) the companies disclose a reduction in carbon emissions which is 

disaggregated down to the level of relevant operating subsidiaries;
(iii) the companies disclose annual information on progress made towards 

those targets;
(iv) the activities relating to the underlying assets do not significantly harm 

other ESG objectives. 

Not applicable.

Not applicable



For information regarding the 


index methodology or concepts:
 

BITA GmbH

Karlstrasse 12, Frankfurt am Main, 

Hessen 60329 - Germany

info@bitadata.com



